XII
THE BYZANTINE INHERITANCE IN
SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE1
it is too much the fashion in western Europe to under-
estimate the influence of Byzantium upon the States of
south-eastern Europe. In the case of Yugoslavia, Bulgaria,
and Albania their Turkish past is emphasized; in that of
Roumania Trajan and his * Roman' legionaries are apt to over-
shadow the Byzantine Empire and the Phanariote Princes;
in that of Greece the classical past usurps the place of
Romans, Byzantines, Franks, and Turks alike. But a survey
of the Balkan peninsula from the standpoint of eastern
Europe puts Byzantium in a very different perspective. In
Athens, for example, the home of lectures, no lecturer will
attract such a large audience as a scholar who has chosen
Byzantine history, literature, social life, music, or art for his
subject. For the modern Greeks feel with reason that, if they
are the grandchildren of ancient Hellas, they are the children
and heirs of Byzantium.
To begin, then, with Greece, where the Byzantine tradi-
tion is naturally strongest, we find that from the foundation
of the Greek kingdom down to the disaster in Asia Minor
(1922) of which the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923 was the
formal acknowledgement the Greeks were haunted by the
spectre of Constantine Palaeologus, Otho and his spirited
consort were enthusiastic adherents of 'the great idea', and
Athens was long considered as merely the temporary capital
of Greece, until such time as Constantinople should be
regained. Religion being, as usual in the Near East, identi-
fied with national and political interests, Greek participation
in the Crimean War on the side of Orthodox Russia, despite
the rival Russian candidature for Constantinople, was
prevented only by the Anglo-French occupation. The more
prosaic George I was compelled by public opinion to follow
the same policy in 1866 and 1897, and it was no mere
1 This chapter was written in 1933, and since Mr. Miller has died I have not
attempted to adapt the text of his chapter. N.H.B.

